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Company Overview

Part I



Mission
Our mission is to readily provide opportune and 
efficient solutions to our international and 
domestic customers by bridging the gaps in the 
value chain within the commodity trading market 
and to streamline the passage of our 
commodities from their places of origin to places 
of need
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Recognize the gaps 

and provide 

efficient solutions to 

every sector along the 

supply chain
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We differentiate ourselves by providing a suite of tailored solu-
tions to individual customers. We seek to establish partnerships 
with our suppliers, customers and investors seeing the potential 
of our assets.

Our most valuable assets are a network of suppliers and 
customers, and a professional team that works with the goal to 
provide value-added services. Our vision is to create long-term 
goals, services and products for our shareholders, partners and 
customers with sustainable and specialized franchises built upon 
an established suppliers network and customer relationships.

We trade physical commodities and transform them into 
customised and consumable products that meet the require-
ments of our customers through the following services: 

Vision
Perfect Hexagon leverages on the vast 
experience of its management team and sound 
capital structure to be the leading supply chain 
manager
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Logistics and 
transportation

Price risk management 
and hedging

Structured and 
trade financing



History
Perfect Hexagon Group is the commodity trading arm of Allied 
Legion Group founded in 1984. Witnessing the market evolutions 
and recognizing its potentials, Perfect Hexagon was established 
in 2014 to serve as a consolidated front for the precious and base 
metals trading business. Perfect Hexagon now operates 
independently and is able to respond to market needs with 
promised efficiency and swiftness.

The company’s story started with a single office handling 
transhipment and merchanting trades in base metals. In 2015, 
Perfect Hexagon began partnering with some of the world’s 
largest commodity trading houses with which we collaborate to 
generate large volumes of global and physical trade flows. These 
partnerships, combined with Perfect Hexagon’s strong capital 
base, create synergies in the value chain that put us at the 
forefront of the trading market. 

Headquartered in Hong Kong, the company has executed trans-
actions exceeding USD$1 billion across 15 jurisdictions in the last 
two years, with our annual turnover currently at over USD$1.5 
billion. 

In 2018, Perfect Hexagon is officially on board with the Foreign 
Associate Membership for Singapore Bullion Market Association. 
Today, Perfect Hexagon is a recognized leader in commodity 
trading in Hong Kong, China, Singapore, Thailand and Malaysia 
and is proudly serving some of the most well-known and 
successful international banks, brokers and trading houses.
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Perfect Hexagon is honoured to be on board with the Foreign 
Associate Membership for Singapore Bullion Market Association. 
We work to establish ourselves as a trustworthy company that 
operates according to the regulations of domestic and foreign 
(where applicable) governing bodies. We believe that credibility 
is the key to becoming a market leader who inspires various 
counterparts in this industry. 

Trust and honesty are the cornerstones of all long-lasting 
business relationships. Perfect Hexagon promises our clients 
transparency and accountability. At Perfect Hexagon, ethics, 
integrity and legal compliance are embraced by employees and 
demonstrated to the clients we serve around the world. As 
Perfect Hexagon views business ethics a fundamental element 
to successful business practices, we put integrity above all else 
and we aspire to build trusting and long-term business relation-
ships with our partners.

Business
Philosophy
Perfect Hexagon anchors our business on 
six core principles - Integrity, Credibility, Agility, 
Competency, Efficiency and Innovation. Reflected 
in our company logo, each of these six guiding 
principles stands for each vertex of a hexagon 
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Integrity

Credibility
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The commodity trading industry today is highly competitive and 
dynamic. From volatile markets with fluctuating prices to 
constant regulatory changes in different jurisdictions, Perfect 
Hexagon readily adapts to the endless changes, enabling us to 
cement our position as the industry leader. 

Perfect Hexagon’s management team comprises of leaders and 
specialists in their respective fields ranging from trading houses 
to financial institutions. With their expertise and rich understand-
ing of the market, Perfect Hexagon has a first-mover advantage 
against our competitors.

Perfect Hexagon prides itself on its ability to provide efficient and 
unequivocal solutions to the clients in a short timeframe and at a 
low cost. Our team ensures that the needs of our clients are 
satisfied and that we have delivered what we promised.

In the era where change is the only constant, Perfect Hexagon 
offers innovative solutions suited to the specific needs of the 
clients. With the wealth of knowledge that our team owns, 
Perfect Hexagon anticipates and understands our client’s needs 
and promises to deliver ideas with originality.

Agility

Competency

Efficiency

Innovation
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Our business philosophy “Integrity, Credibility, Agility, 
Competency, Efficiency and Innovation”, is embodied by 
individual employee under our company culture. Guided by 
these six values, we strive to reinforce our position in the industry 
as a market-bridging and value-adding trading house. We aspire 
to be a trusted partner in providing a transparent business model 
and environment to all stakeholders. Perfect Hexagon has been 
restructuring trading methods through better collaboration 
between producer, logistic and banking sectors as we work 
towards creating revolutionary improvements to the current 
commodity trading platforms. 

Perfect Hexagon places our clients at the centre of our business 
operations. With a comprehensive suite of services, Perfect 
Hexagon caters to the individual needs of the clients. We build 
our loyal customer base with our expertise and responsiveness, 
the ability to provide access to liquidity in the global market, and 
our status as a well-capitalized and regulatory-compliant 
organization. 

Company
Message
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By establishing long-term, active relationships with all parties in 
the value chain within the commodity trading market, we are able 
to gain their trust and confidence, in turn, expanding our clientele 
and the supply chains. The natural synergy between Perfect 
Hexagon and our clients contributes to a sustainable and 
mutually beneficial business relationship. 

Our employees are equipped with the skills and knowledge 
relevant to the commodity trading industry, thereby enabling us 
to offer our clients genuine and professional insights. All 
employees at Perfect Hexagon embrace challenges and aim to 
grow as a mobile and experienced professional who shares the 
best solutions with our clients. We instil the importance of 
complying to the international standards of Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) and Anti-Money Laundering (AML) in our 
employees. Perfect Hexagon will continue to leverage the 
foresight and execution skills of its employees to identify growth 
potential in the business. 

In the coming years, we strive to expand further and extend our 
global reach to serve more communities that will enjoy our 
services.
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Our participation in these markets is opportunistic and based 
principally on where we can add value to the value chain. We 
maintain a strong presence in Asia with network offices in 
London and South America. We have the knowledge on the 
ground to source metals swiftly from around the globe at a low 
cost. Our focus is on building volume and meeting the varying 
needs of suppliers and end-users.

As market conditions become increasingly competitive and 
challenging, the ability to respond swiftly to shifting patterns of 
demand is a point of differentiation. Unlike most international 
metal traders, we operate through a domestic trading subsidi-
ary. This is an effective platform for developing and maintain-
ing close trading relationships. We have strategic investments 
with major players in Australia, Thailand and South America to 
ensure a strong local presence that enables us to have a 
diverse supply and customer base. Being active across the 
globe heightens our ability to meet market demands.

Business 
Model
Perfect Hexagon currently trades a range of base 
metal and precious metal commodities
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Perfect Hexagon provides hedging solutions for various 
commodities and foreign exchange pairs. Hedging allows a 
market participant to lock in prices and profit margins in advance 
to eliminate the chances of unanticipated loss. We will help 
clients to conduct price risk management and advise them on 
the hedging structure.

With our team of leaders and in-house specialists, 
Perfect Hexagon provides the following trading 
solutions for our clients:

1. Hedging Solutions

We provide innovative and tailor-made solutions to our 
customers. We leverage on our strong infrastructure in multiple 
jurisdictions to extract additional value in our trade and supply 
chain via an array of trade finance solutions. This enables us to 
capture higher profit margins and entrench ourselves with our 
customers and suppliers by sharing the profits with them, versus 
traditional trading companies that engage in plain vanilla trades. 

2. Structured Trade Finance (STF)



Offering a diversity of differentiated 
and unique products and services, 
we appeal to clients across different 
industries. Hailing from the world’s 
top 10 banks and international 
trading companies, we have part-
nerships with clients from Australia, 
Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, 
China, India, Dubai, London, Turkey, 
Bolivia and Hong Kong. 

Global
Activities
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Capitalizing on its geographical 
advantage and solid infrastructure 
facilities, the Headquarters of 
Perfect Hexagon Ltd is based in 
Hong Kong, the heart of the 
Asia-Pacific region. Malaysia and 
Singapore, two of the world’s most 
active port cities and financial 
centres, are home to Perfect 
Hexagon’s offices. These locations 
give us a strategic advantage to 
conduct business. 

Hong Kong Malaysia
The Headquarters of Perfect Hexagon Ltd is 
situated in the vital and vibrant business hub, 
Hong Kong. Being the natural gateway for 
trade and investment to our two key markets, 
China and India, we have strategically rooted 
our business here to attract partners from 
around the region and beyond. Hong Kong’s 
geographical advantage as a launching 
platform to Asian markets are reinforced by 
its position as one of the world’s largest 
trading economy. Being the main finance hub 
in Asia, the city has a robust and efficient 
financial market with free trading policies. 

With a well-diversified economy, multilingual 
workforce and expanding talent pool, Perfect 
Hexagon (Malaysia) Pte Ltd has a competitive 
advantage over their neighbouring counter-
parts in Singapore and Hong Kong. The bulk 
of our business operations are rooted in the 
heart of Malaysia with our team of experi-
enced professionals servicing clients from 
varying departments like Operations, Risk & 
Compliance, Finance & Accounts and Internal 
Audit.

Singapore
With Singapore being the Asian headquarters 
of most trading houses and banks, Perfect 
Hexagon (Singapore) Pte Ltd enjoys the 
collective advantages of being at the centre 
of a premiere global hub port. The 
business-friendly regulatory environment 
developed by the local government allows 
the Singapore office to secure a stronger 
infrastructure and provide Structured Trade 
Finance (STF) solutions to its clients.
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Thailand Australia Bolivia – South America
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Perfect Hexagon has established a joint 
venture with SPC Precious Metal Co. LTD, a 
precious metals distributor in Thailand, and 
an esteemed Japanese industry leader to 
form the largest precious metal refinery and 
fabricator in the country. Our partnership with 
TCH Manufacturing Ltd, a primary manufac-
turer and materials supplier, gives us an 
advantage in the production of silver 
granules as they are exported to Thai buyers 
at lower costs. Negotiation for a strategic 
investment stake with one of Thailand's top 
three precious metal players is currently 
underway. Supported by cutting-edge 
technology in metals refinery and extensive 
buyer networks, our direct access to local 
gold mines has also helped us source for 
gold below the market price.

We have partnered with a medium-sized 
refinery in Australia and have secured direct 
metals supply from Australian mines. It is our 
goal to leverage our growing supplies 
network and benefit buyers in Hong Kong 
and Thailand. Moving forward, we will also be 
shipping our Bolivian concentrates to our 
Australian refinery and continue our endeav-
our in costs-minimization. 

South America is well-known for its quality 
metal concentrates with well-known players 
from worldwide setting up main operations in 
this continent. We are working to invest in 
mines for lead and zinc concentrates with 
gold and silver as by-products. This invest-
ment will create a foothold for us to access 
the world’s largest metal depository and 
bring down our overall metals cost. This 
enhances our advantage in the supply chain 
and reinforce our leading position in the 
market.



At Perfect Hexagon, we conduct our business with honesty, 
integrity and truthfulness. The notion of corporate social 
responsibility is at the core of business operations in Perfect 
Hexagon. Our screening procedures, pre-signing due diligence 
and proactive project supervision help ensure that the 
companies we work with conduct their operations to 
universally acceptable standards. 

Complying with the international standards of Anti-Money 
Laundering (AML) and Counter-Terrorist Financing (CTF) are of 
top priority to the team. Our employees undergo rigorous and 
consistent training to stay abreast of market changes and 
regulations of the relevant governing bodies. We ensure that 
all precious metals held for customers meet the London Good 
Delivery standard established by the London Bullion Market 
Association for gold and silver bars and the London Platinum 
and Palladium Market for platinum and palladium bars. 

The world of tomorrow will inherit the children of today. We 
envision to build a future for talents to shine. Believing in the 
value of nurturing talents for the future market, Perfect 
Hexagon has donated to Tsinghua University to sponsor the 
tertiary education of deserving students.

Corporate
Social 
Responsibility
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If you have finished with this document and no longer wish to 
retain it, please pass it on to other interested readers or 
dispose of it in your recycled paper waste. Thank you.



Perfect Hexagon Limited (1899698)

www.perfecthexagon.com


